This paper consists of three parts. In the first part we complete one of the deepest theorems due to Littlewood and Paley [3, 4].1 Our theorem was already proved by Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [4]. But the proof given here is very simple and direct. In the second part a strong summability theorem is proved. It is the completion of our former theorem [5] . We use the method due to Zygmund [8] for the proof. Finally we prove a strong summability theorem concerning lacunary sequences of partial sums (Zalcwasser [6]).
1. Let/(0) be an integrable function with period 2ir and its Fourier series be f(6)~ 1 (an cos nd+b" sin nd), assuming a0 = 0 for the sake of simplicity. If we put z=peie and 00 4>(z) = Z) On -ib«)zn, 11=1 then f (6) becomes the boundary function of the harmonic function di<p(z). Let us denote by p, g, and r real numbers satisfying r> 1, l</>Sl2gfl<co, and by A, B, • • ■ absolute constants, not always the same from one occurrence to another.
Theorem 1. Let f(d) be a function of the class LT, then A j I <p(e») YdB 2£ j ^ I j 1 (1 -P) I *'(*) Np|
(1.1) is due to Littlewood and Paley [4] . In order to prove (1.2) we put *(») = max (I 0(a) |; «G 5(0)) where 5(0) is a kite-shaped region.2 Then \ <f>'\ ^A<&/(1-p). If we put (2.1) is due to Zygmund [8, 9] , and (2.2) is given in my former paper [ 5] . For the proof of the theorem we require the following lemmas. Proof of (2.2). We have 5n(e") -rn(e«) = -is:(e«)/(n + 1). Since |äj|/(H-l) = |^-t,|, we get (2.2) by (1.2).
By Abel's transformation
3. Theorem 3. Letf(d) be a function belonging to Lr (r > 1), and {p"} and {dn} be arbitrary increasing sequences of positive integers such that pn/dn = 0(pn+i -pn).
